A 2460 dep. 12:36
arr. 3:19
A 2455 dep. 7:20 AM
arr. 8:20

Pam (cell) 406-600-8117
           (work) 406-994-1857
Patricia Dennis Gleason
       (cell) 406-570-3536
         (work) 406-994-3340

Country Telecom
406-587-0166

1416 6624 (in red)
cold as glaciers

Bar X

honey mustard

Carageen

Maine 

West Cape

585-8558

Sharran

worked his mouth

souvenir

... always...

... even yet...
It's better than Xmas.
11:30 start coffee, Harmony
set up pots

Ack!

156 - pol'zov'ic

steel blue

gleepul

2807 3rd A v. 2
98121
Sugar on cereal.

Plyoyer.

Set it out 1

Yr system

Write open

Are twin recaprod

careful war you

Park up conscience

Tubby
It came apart.

That's all she wrote.

Nancy Butler / jazz

Lerone: Gloworms

It was deflated

Strive: words to paper

Bundle of

Ings, stiffness
Something I can hate all day there

I read my mind

It wasn't home to me...
much to learn

That is not exactly a warm welcome

What kind of a welcome is that?
Word carries.
gets around.

Do that "best you can do
for a welcome?"

March 2
Tea now 2.11

Next Monday
- 12 a.m.

30% budget

Opening events / Sense
- Feb. Not
- Marty
- Elena
- call Charlotte

Lantern

A sideways glance in our direction.

all ours unimpeached

approached white
cigarette smoking

He's not all there.

/Grudge/salt

Women and other things.
Bank night
not cheerful

Wants a tan,
ain't it.

brother his face
black as patent leather.

ball 7 worms

a host in hell
weather on moon
caused his/her lip

That tickled me.

If 50... r: crack don't nine.

Hi, guy - American.

For Iterating

For Iterating.
A stain of light
glad to see dust of us.
drops by my hand
1/4 before
1/2 in after
from
back next day
92
7 check in
4 hrs
20/90
23

326-3000

35 min
1 hr before
- 1/2 hr after
home
- back next day

97%
7 check in
4 hrs
Brig
- 5 mail
"even" - 4

134/62

10:10 Start
Ambled in

Dr. Anderson

Panic & Scare

Donkey

Terrestrial day

Marvels
What can I say? That's the way of it. It's how people are built, isn't it. As if a limit was only a suggestion, a suspension day.
$41,154 721

as the speed limit was money a

architecture + earth (planet)

level 217

875

pj0 is 3d drawn mighty too
amfas: light robe
2 m pants
(2nd drawer)

8 units

875 + 2

overactive
modular pin
thyroid

beta blocker

barapamid
shoes / pencil / pad
Chapstick
cut "en "

no biscope
endrocavino/ set
for thyroid

Malignoma
6 mo. - yr. / cat
acaren

adrenal OK
Antibiotic
4 doses
- Katz, chest X-rays
- thin
dizzy
constant
heads

lord 1st
antibiotic
yogurt 4 days

what a strange opportunity
He didn't subscribe to that.

Good

a stroke of fortune

What a fortunate gamble

You know, I figured that.

palsy

That's original.
Calcium carbonate + D
600 mg - 2

cold
new treatments? 4 mg as?

March 3 —

Strange how I glimpse the truth
Can stay with you
Drained

Generous as run out of it, (so far... in)

Curiosity bump (Coble)

34, 702, 24

Holy smokes
how could I be consumed w/ working for such opposite outcomes?

Yet I was.

That's exactly what I'm creating country

stupidly
Larrax 104 - line added
VP Vance?
- 195 - listen harder
Settuna
Flining Voice

dispatched that.

against

chipper

One - might stand
Lunn
4/20 - 1804
1303
Lynn
Joga Ayee
- an must
Barrie in my
head
Co said scrupulously
stone/rock johnnie
She's known for that.

Lomax 228-9, recorded
328- vocal tension

beyond measure

come, just a anything
was possible in human race.
Mandrake Methodist

$\frac{15000}{6}$

Wow, I can't help thinking, what a hit.

I'll never hear the end of it.
Don't you just
quite a moment
Gulls in the
wait in the
air
Sitting (down)
Sitting down
straying / float
I was incredible, &
P was worse than that.
Trees - cyphers

worse than ever

May 11 8:30

A growled in garnet

Vocal

546 - 8856

Those...
Wake up softball

322-1969

Sat. 7:30
Don 4

I say,

- welshings o' dawn
- slop

- that are: best thing
America is good at
I loved that so much.

nourishment

'Twas ever thus.
I figured that out.

Oh, honey.

pickles

lamb jump to electricity
cliché 7: tongue

din

Philip Stephen: When I'm Gone

short story

So many you her passed so much

historical...
His face wrinkled.
Jesus sky: shafts of light out of (boil) of clouds

smile in corner 7 her mouth
Do me country
old married couple
unnaturally
munchkin

Crummy

Slow under his breath

buddy

results grownups keep. (See only defense) even secrets

means degradation
if what happens?

sniff of smile
dust...

quant (was' seen)
driven snow
what was that phase-

play field

follow flight / mind
swept-back hair

angels' share

is our come you
didn't limit?

He was just a by
that explained,
extraneous e.

fascinating dog —
mascot

standard
as will happen,

Dream Fix

I chewed on my lip along w/ her lip.

North Trail

Come to think of it,

Wally Totem

epigraphic evidence
loved beyond anything

a holy terror

now are you holding up?

said softly

zoe piped up

left mend out to dry

written on face
Pack in Riesling
away May 2-18

aum

a. ride 7 town

hint 7 a smile

hint 7 a smile that
promised who knew
what? (un讵: te...)
At us that heat
of smile.
whooley u Nazim
cost him vocality
listen to you.
Standing sideways
virtual space
I didn't get here
word up!

plush
involved. Nazim's cost him vocality, listening to you. Standing sideways, violet eyes, 
I didn't yet have word (of), so
monkey see, monkey do
plush
2 cotton seed meal
2 fish bone meal
self meal
potting soil
3 pellet mulch

Aurora blankets

Fallout shelters
Civil defense
I asked... To him,
Most in us, plumbest
thing even tried, resulted
only in bad cut leg freeze

There is nothing like

543-5590

alt fell into
our power
in convenient

get a $1 more


Cities burning in racial rage (not us) beyond our comprehension.

There is nothing like...

Unfortunate back there.

My jar pastime, free

$ button

That's a # more racial rage
Was I halfmenty?

You had as wrinkled a
condemnary

The huh? Wait, I get it.
... but I knew.

Darling along that
smile.
You're golden.

5 ft/s pace in motion
Shhh... in motion, remade

same people don't hav to die. They're too good to (be) put in ground.

rick... be practically.
gale
How people shrink in memory. Not time, not necessarily in stature.

P was another matter. But it simply, she spoiled me.

Thank heavens for Z.

I'd drop any interest for that, which I did fully understand.
Invisible

to rest my eyes on.

light house keeper

like a paper airplane.

for how many beats
of my heart

zipped together

lips parted
Suicide we'd make
any 1 carp, ya'd dit.
X-Acto

3 ways 7. Black Stafford

'Sound of Shannon

Who can predict?

a mind like a swallow

Swooping
Herself. He provided a circuit of Metcan, I must only.

Are you pulling my leg?

Only real who at the a country boy. I think we are 7.

Counters are for supper club.

That's so much less.
empty eyes.

day's 1st surprise,

ch. 2 - conversations

Takes turns with chug-a-lug
in cattail marsh (along)
bordering creek

My blood ran quick (m)
more or less consistently traged...
judge 7 more

He raised his eyebrows @ me, filled a glass

with apple chutney...
gastric purge...

Thunder
You're thinking straight...

The -? Where had that returned from?

She's a helluva.
Lashin 546-8656
cell 390-3122
Tylany cell 392
714-6130